CHURCHES ARE DOING THEIR OWN WILL
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA
SEERSGATE SAYS:
I went to a church way that the Great Way gave His servant to walk in. I wanted to
have a meeting with Yahweh in that building. I was able to look at the people
differently, for they were another way in the Sunday morning service than in the night
plan.
I wanted a real powerful dealing that would not have a way of being fake in any way,
shape, or form. I wanted to be with the Great Way. I wanted to have another way of
drinking. On the side, I was in a corner, where no others were closely sitting near me.
He stood by me to my left. I am referring to a massive angel that God I AM sent to talk
with me.
YAHWEH SAYS:
The angel that We sent had a purpose. This angel has spoken other times into your
way. We sent him to encourage you to stand a firm way in the faith, taking care of all
that would be placed in your way of living. We sent this angel as a plan that would have
a final way of dealing. This major angel is a great angel. I have sent him on a mission.
Final messages will be sent here by major angels. I have a final plan. I ruled in sending
you to Washington, D.C. in the first plan, but your husband fought against Me and said
he would not bend. I had to change it, where the full way shifted to Houston, where
your husband wanted to stay. I have given you many shifts and changes in this training
process, where I made it where other plans were leading. I made it this way for all to
truly see why power in the head of household must also come and submit to My
governing plan.
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Your husband chose My plan only after seeing that the way in Houston was not what he
wanted, but it cannot be shifted to a new way based on what was given back in Kodiak,
Alaska, while you were given the change in location.
All of this time, the shift to Houston was a real thing. Each of the other changes was as
training ways to train and test you. I will rewrite the Houston moving since your
husband does not want to be that way in living there.
How does it work with your journal entry on church politics? You had to go and seek
after Me. You had to go and drink this new work way. You had to come and bend and
sit in a local church way, to come and drink after My great way.
You had to say it would be okay if you had to sit under that way. Your way had to fully
submit to a church way that has a different approach at night than at a day dealing.
You had to sit under a husband who rose against Me and moved in his way of leading.
Churches are in the same way: They are now doing their own will in service details.
They truly are setting up their own rules. They are truly moving in their own way. Their
way has shifted, and they are moving out of My way. Surely, your husband did not have
a way to see it. His heart was hardened so that the way you would go is three powerfilled years in the Houston area.
And now it is that time to change the way We push you. Now it’s time to venture out
into the work field. Now it’s time to cause you to be a famous way with the churches.
Now it’s time for you to ooze Me greatly. Now it’s truly time to have a major shifting,
where you are in world work details. Now it’s truly time to have a major presentation.
When you were at this church way there, in the evening, you noticed no plan was given
to have the church way gather their leaders on the stage while worship was taking
place. Their way of doing church was a will that was set in place by one who did not
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have a true value of My need for all those who came to come on time and meet with
Me.
I have a purpose for time, and when all the main leaders chose a plan to come into the
service over twenty minutes later than when we started, I have a full awareness that
there is a true lack of honor concerning meeting with Me.
I had you leave right when they came onto the stage. It would not be a good detail to
come late to a meeting with the nation’s leader. They would not be late to a concert or
other events where they would be turned away if they were late.
Why are the people walking in this way with Me? Why am I not important enough to
want to be with Me?
I love you, servant. And even at this moment, I can have a way to shift what My angel
said. I have your full attention. I have a clear way of knowing that there is no location.
Where are you to move in? Where are you to lay your head? Where are you to place up
the Rain work? Where are you to establish? Take another look, servant. Take a deep
drink in Me. Isn’t it clear? Washington.
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